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Chapter 911 Invitation

Thaddeus stared at Casey. Although he was not happy in his heart, he
did not show it on his face. Instead, he smiled at Casey and said, "Since
you want it so much, I will not continue to raise the price. It is yours.”
Casey did not say anything, directly took out the bank card and let the
booth owner swipe his card.
Looking at the sign of successful transaction on the POS machine, the
booth owner's hands trembled. He never thought that his broken jade
sword, which no one cared about, had been sold at such a high price.
No one would believe it if he told anyone.
And Casey was indifferent, as if he didn't care about the one million.
The owner knew that Casey was certainly the kind of people who took
millions as pocket money.
He did not hesitate but wrapped the jade sword and bracelet and
handed it to Casey.
Casey took the jade sword, and then gave the bracelet to Vermilion
Bird.
Vermilion Bird looked at the bracelet, stunned, and asked, "Is this for
me?"
Casey nodded.
Vermilion Bird immediately was shy. She did not expect that Casey
bought the bracelet for her.
She immediately was at a lost and had a burst of wild thoughts.
Although she felt she should not have this bracelet, she still
subconsciously took it.
"Oh, what is wrong? He even gave me a bracelet, is he hinting at me?"
Vermilion Bird had this thought and dare not look at Casey.

Casey did not notice Vermilion Bird was not normal. He bought this
bracelet was because he did not want the booth owner feel that he had
a fancy on the jade sword, so Casey had no interest in the bracelet. He
saw Vermilion Bird liked it, so he gave her.
If he knew Vermilion Bird would have such thought, he would rather
throw it away.
Thaddeus stared at Casey and Vermilion Bird for a while. And then he



gave a smile and said, “You two should travel in Z City. I wanted this
jade sword, so I raised the price twice, I hope you don't mind."
“Since we meet, let’s be friends. I will go to a wine party later. During
this period, my family will hold a magical art meeting. I have invited
several excellent masters to have dinner with me. Will you join me?”
Hearing that, Casey was interested. Thaddeus claimed to be the master
of the Chow family, so he must have some understanding of the magical
arts meeting, and it happened that Casey wanted to see what kind of
people attended the magical arts meeting.
"Sure." Casey said. Looking at Thaddeus, Casey felt he was a wise man,
who was not angry because he bought the sword at a high price, but
invited him to dinner, so Casey felt he should go.
"Are you going?” Casey turned and asked Vermilion Bird.
Vermilion Bird was still surprised and tangled about Casey’s bracelet, so
hearing his question, she agreed. Since Casey was going, of course, she
had to follow him.
Thaddeus smiled and turned around, and walked to the car not far away
with Casey and Vermilion Bird.
Casey and Vermilion Bird did not notice that when Thaddeus turned
around, he show malicious and evil eyes.
The Chow family was family in Z City, and Thaddeus' father was a
famous big figure in the magical art circle. Since Casey dare to rob
things from him, how could he let Go of Casey?
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Three people rushed toward a restaurant in Z City. All the way,
Thaddeus asked Casey and Vermilion Bird a lot of questions and wanted
to figure out their origin.
Although Casey and Vermilion Bird came for the magical arts meeting,
their invitations were robbed. In order not to cause Thaddeus’ doubt,
they said they came for travel and happened to hear of magical art
meeting, so they were interested.
Thaddeus asked Casey why he would go out with a knife. Casey said he
liked this aspect of things, so he went out with a knife, also for
self-defense.
Thaddeus guessed that Casey might be a martial arts person, but he did
not put it in mind. He had been growing up in the Chow family and he
felt that martial art was not good as magical art.
Those warriors who come to challenge Lester had been defeated by



Lester with a flying sword, plus, the magical art was unpredictable,
Thaddeus felt martial art was not that good.
No matter What Casey and Edith said was true, Thaddeus had
confirmed that these two people were not the descendants of famous
master and they knew nothing about magical art, so he felt it was quite
easy to deal with them.
After a while, the car stopped in front of the restaurant. Thaddeus,
Casey and Vermilion Bird got off the car and invited them into the
restaurant with enthusiasm.
Thaddeus had booked the whole restaurant. Without Thaddeus’
permission, all outsiders were not allowed to enter.
Casey and Vermilion Bird walked into the restaurant and saw a huge
table in the hall, which was for a dozen people. Only tableware was on
the table at this time, and the food had not yet been served.
Not far from the table, many people were already waiting there, all of
whom had been invited by Thaddeus.
Casey and Vermilion Bird looked at those people with surprise, because
these people unexpectedly were women, and most of them were
beautiful, young. In the whole hall, only Casey and Thaddeus were men.
Casey rose doubt in his heart. Thaddeus said he had invite friends and a
few magical art masters to have dinner together, so the master might
have not arrived yet. But it was strange that all his friends were women.
"Everybody, take a seat first, I will go to invite the masters. When it was
time for dinner, the masters will lecture, which is a great opportunity
for us, we must seize this opportunity."
Thaddeus said to the crowd, and then went inside.
Deep inside, in a room, three gangster-looking men sat crossing legs on
the floor, with mist rising from the top of their heads, as if they were
practicing some kind of skills.
Thaddeus opened the door and when he saw the three masters, he said
with a smile, "Don't worry about practicing. All the people are here. I
have found the best for you this time. You will be satisfied.”
All three opened their eyes, and there was a faint smile on their faces.
"With your help, we are sure to make a big improvement in our Double
Practice. After this, we will give you a satisfactory reward." Said the man
in the middle.
"Master Williams, you are very kind. However, among the people I
invited today, there is a man who, according to my observation, should
be a warrior. This man stole something from my hand. I hope you can
help me deal with him later. I will be grateful.”



"Don’t worry, it is just a warrior. It is easy for us. You just need to watch
and have the fun." Master Williams replied with confidence.___

The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 912 Enchantment

In the restaurant hall, Casey and Vermilion Bird had been seated at the
table, and those women who were invited by Thaddeus had also been
seated.
Casey carefully observed these women and found that they were some
ordinary people. The only characteristic was very beautiful.
Casey suspected that if Thaddeus picked up girls by asking the master to
have dinner together.
Vermilion Bird looked at these women with doubts and whispered to
Casey, “Did he say to have dinner with masters, why so many women
here?"
"Ask Thaddeus. Let's see who the masters he was talking about. If
something is wrong, we can just leave." Casey replied.
Vermilion Bird nodded and said nothing more.
Confusion could be seen on the faces of the women. It was obvious that
they did not expect Thaddeus had invited so many women, which was
not at all the same as what Thaddeus had told them.
But since they had come, it was certainly not good to leave, what was
more, the masters Thaddeus said had not yet appeared. It they left,
they would not only offend Thaddeus, but also offend the masters.
After a while, Thaddeus came out, followed by the three masters.
"Let me introduce these three masters to you. They are Harrison
Williams, Master Williams, Tiger Thund, Master Thund and Gary
Matthews, Master Matthews.
Thaddeus introduced the three masters to everyone present.

Casey gazed towards the three men, but did not find inner force on
them, but imposing manner of the three people was different from
ordinary people. Casey used spiritual power to observe them again and
found there was a layer of light from them which could not be seen by
naked eyes.
If his guess was correct, these three people must have practiced some
kind of skill in the field of magical arts. Although they had no inner
force, the strength of this skill was not necessarily inferior to that of
inner force.



The three people smiled at them and then fixed their eyes on Casey.
After two seconds of observation, the three people sat down and
looked at the people present.
The women were nervous, many of them sat up straight, trying to make
a good impression to the masters.
Thaddeus also sat down and asked the waiter to bring the dishes. When
the table was filled with dishes, Thaddeus looked at the crowd and said,
"You should all be curious about what these three masters are good at.
Now let me make an introduction to you."
"The three masters are best at the Enchantment and Double Practice. I
invite you here today to help them complete their Double Practice. The
three masters need to have sex with you to improve their magic power.
You should feel honored to help the three masters."
Hearing that, all people were shocked, they did not expect Thaddeus
would say such vulgar words.
"What do you mean? We don’t want to do that. You deceived us?”
Vermilion Bird was irritable and shouted at Thaddeus.
Thaddeus said with a smile, "Now that we have all sat down, I will not
keep you in suspense. She is right. I did deceive you on purpose."
"You bastard, aren't you afraid your family's reputation will be ruined in
your hands?" Vermilion Bird stared at Thaddeus and shouted. The rest
of the women also looked at Thaddeus with disgust.
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"I just said, these three masters are good at Enchantment, and when
you are in their Enchantment. Who will know that I cheated you?"
Thaddeus said indifferently.
As his voice just fell, the three masters stretched out hands and then
issued out a strange power, which covered up the people present.
Vermilion Bird, who had planned to stand up and argue with Thaddeus
and the so-called three masters, was enveloped by this power and
instantly stayed in her seat, as if she had lost her soul.
Casey felt that power over his own body, and then began to affect his
spirit. This power was trying to seal Casey's subjective consciousness.
The little man in Casey’s mind felt it and issued out a burst of light, and
then Casey felt the power disappeared without a trace.
He looked around and saw that all the women, including Vermilion Bird,
were sitting there as if under control, like puppets that could move
without orders.



In order to find out what Thaddeus and the three so-called masters
wanted to do, Casey did not move, but watched the change.
The three masters stood up. Harrison Williams looked at Thaddeus with
a smile and said, "The people are under control. Once they fall into our
enchantment, they will be under our command within a month, unless
we die or take the initiative to unlock the magic."
"Thaddeus has brought us so many high-quality women this time that
we can not only improve our Double Practice, but also enjoy ourselves."
Thaddeus showed a wretched smile and said, “I am glad you are happy.
I will pick two to play, and then I will give them back to you."
With that, Thaddeus looked toward Casey.
"Is the boy also under the control of the three masters?" Thaddeus
asked.
Harrison Williams nodded and said, “people who don't understand the
magical arts fell in out enchantment will completely lose consciousness.
He is a warrior, but at his age, he cannot achieve the sublimation, so he
definitely could not go against our enchantment. You can do whatever
you want to him."
Thaddeus walked towards Casey with a smile and said, "Boy, you can't
imagine that I invited you here just to severely punish you. You, a
stranger, dare to rob from me. You really don't know what's good or
bad."
"Now you in the enchantment of the three masters, even your life has
come to my hands, I will see how you rob things with me!"
After speaking, Thaddeus stopped in front of Casey and said, “First lick
my shoes, let me see if the means of the three masters is really as
magical as in the legend."
Casey stood up from the chair. Thaddeus was surprised to see that, he
did not expect that people under control of enchantment would be so
obedient.
However, Casey did not lick his shoes, but showed him a joking smile,
and then directly kicked in Thaddeus's body.
Thaddeus immediately flew away, hit in the wall, and then directly
embedded in the wall.
"I'm sorry, but these three masters don't seem as powerful as you
think."__
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 913 Confrontation

Thaddeus spit out a mouthful of blood, incredibly looked at Casey. He



was panic. Casey’s kick was terrible, before he figured out what
happened, his body had been embedded in the wall.
"How... How could that be? You were supposed to be obedient, why..."
Thaddeus's voice was smaller and smaller. Casey had shattered his
internal organs. If he wanted to live, he had to have god to save him.
The three masters were frightened by that. Seeing that see Thaddeus
was kicked into the wall, they knew Casey's strength was absolutely not
simple.
"Damn, Thaddeus unexpectedly brought back a master, get together
and solve him first."
Harrison Williams shouted, and walked quickly away from the table.
With his hand stretched out, he looked mysterious.
Tiger Thund and Gary Matthews hurriedly stood behind Harrison
Williams. In blink of an eye, three people emitted a black light visible to
the naked eye, which was weird.
Casey, holding Muramasa, pulled it out from the scabbard, squinted to
the three people with vigilance.
These magical art masters and inner force masters was different. Their
attack was always unexpected, so Casey had to be careful.
Harrison Williams took a look at Casey and said coldly, "Boy, who are
you? Why are you here?"
Casey gave a cold hum and said, “I should ask you that. I was invited to
the party, but you almost controlled my mind, what is your purpose?"

"I never like wicked ways, but since I met you today, I have to get rid of
you, lest these girls be hurt by you."
Harrison Williams narrowed his eyes and said coldly, "You are really
good and can get rid of our enchantment and can even kick a man into
the wall with one kick. But we have been in this circle for so many years
and we even have killed the masters of sublimation. It is impossible for
you to deal with us."
"We have formed Soul Binding Battle Array, and you cannot come near
us even if you have the greatest skill!"
"Really? Then I'll see what you can do."
Casey said. Muramasa has been emitting bursts of light, it looked like at
any time it could release endless power.
Harrison Williams was shocked to see Casey made the knife shine, and
he guessed Casey should be a master of sublimation.
He immediately made handprint and loudly shouted, “Gather!"
Then, the black light around three people instantly rushed toward, and



the ground appeared a pattern similar to charm, which surrounded
Casey.
Casey waved Muramasa and split on the pattern, there was a hole on
the ground, but the pattern did not receive the slightest damage.
Harrison Williams sneered and said, “This Soul Binding Battle Array
aimed at spirit. You can’t use physical force to break it. You may break it
by killing us, but you have been waiting for us to make moves. Now the
array has been formed, you can’t win us!"
Hearing that, Casey immediately rushed to the three people, but as he
just moved, the charm on the ground emitted bursts of light, and then,
Casey felt a sting in his mind.
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Then the charm sent out a black power toward Casey and wrapped him
till around his neck.
Although Casey did not feel something wrapped around his neck, but it
produced a feeling of suffocation.
This feeling was like fooling his brain into thinking that someone was
strangling him and his body reacted accordingly. If his brain thought he
was dead, he would be brain dead even if his body had not been
harmed.
If these three people dealt with other masters who had weak willpower,
they could kill the master with this so-called Soul Binding Battle Array
but Casey had spiritual power. The little man in his mind paid attention
all the time to his own spirit, how could he make this kind of means to
threaten his life?
Through internal vision, Casey saw that black power had appeared in his
mind. The little man in his mind opened his eyes, seized that power and
gently waved, then that power dissipated.
The little man emitted bursts of light and directly isolated that black
power outside Casey’s mind.
In this way, the so-called Soul Binding Battle Array lost its role on Casey
completely.
Casey was surprised to see that little man was so powerful. As Harrison
Williams said, Soul Binding Battle Array had killed the master of the
sublimation. He did not expect it was vulnerable to the little man.
He himself began to suspect that Scarlet Sun Wood not only make him
get spiritual power, but also let me have some supernatural means that
ordinary people did not have.



The three people thought that Casey had been under their control and
sneered. They thought warriors were arrogant and always gave them
the time to from array.
But the next second, they saw Casey with a knife walking toward them.
"What's going on? Get him under control!"
Harrison Williams shouted. Three people made handprint. The power of
the charm kept sweeping toward Casey, it did not seem to have any
effect on Casey.
Casey put Muramasa back in the scabbard. The three’s means were
invalid to him, so they were like ordinary people to him, in this case,
Muramasa was not needed.
Seeing Soul Binding Battle Array lost its effect, the three people got cold
sweat on their forehead.
"Why.. Why? Why doesn't Soul Binding Battle Array work on him? Even
if he has a strong will, he can't be unresponsive."
Casey came to Harrison Williams, grinning at him with a smile, said, “I
did not say that I have no other means in addition to martial arts."
Then he slapped Harrison Williams in the face and Harrison Williams fell
to the ground without any resistance.
Tiger Thund and Gary Matthews saw it and turned to run. Casey quickly
kicked out and knocked them down.
As three people fell down, Soul Binding Battle Array instantly dissipated.
Harrison Williams looked at Casey with fear, wanted to delay the time
with Enchantment.
However, at the moment he performed Enchantment, he felt an
invisible force invading his mind. Then, he screamed, turned pale on his
face and lay on the ground, vomiting.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 914 He Was Dead

Tiger and Gary also wanted to delay time by Enchantment, even if they
could not control Casey’s mind.
But looking at Harrison, two people were shocked. They felt Harrison
had used the Enchantment, but in a blink of an eye, Harrison ended like
this, which showed that Casey used a more powerful mean, otherwise it
was impossible to have this situation.
Two were shocked and wondered what monster Casey was. He had
strong strength in martial arts, but he was also great in magical arts. He
was so young. He must be talent to achieve such a level in such a short
time.



Looking at Harrison vomiting, Casey was surprised too. He had been
releasing the spiritual power and always paying attention to the three
people's actions. When Harrison used Enchantment, he rebounded with
his spiritual power, but Harrison became like this.
Casey did not hesitate but directly lifted his foot and stepped on
Harrison's chest. Harrison's body twitched and then he did not move.
For he used evil means to innocent girls, Casey naturally showed no
mercy. If he was right, in the past, the three people must have used this
mean to mutilated many girls, so he directly killed them, lest they do
harm to others.
Tiger and Gary saw Harrison died in the hands of Casey, stood up from
the ground and ran outside.
Casey flashed and he arrived at the front of the two.
"He is dead, it's not very nice of you two to leave him like this." Casey
opened his mouth lightly.
Tiger and Gary were desperate and direct knelt on the ground.
"Little brother, please forgive us, we will never do it again. We must
turn right, please spare our lives."
Casey gave a cold hum and said, “Beg for mercy from the God of Hell."

With that, Casey kicked on their throats.
There was a rumbling sound in both throats, and they both fell to the
ground and died.
After the three were solved, the enchantment in those girls dissipated
automatically.
All the girls looked around with horror on their faces. It was like they
were having a bad dream. It felt like they were losing control of their
bodies, and they felt like they were going to do whatever they were
told. That feeling was terrible.
After the recovery, Vermilion Bird wanted to confirm if Casey was ok.
Seeing that Casey was not in his seat, she quickly looked around, only to
see the three people had fallen to the ground silent, while Casey was
standing in front of them. She was quietly relieved.
She stood up, went to Casey and asked, “Are you all right?"
Casey shook his head and said, “The trouble has been solved. The three
people are good at enchantment. Thaddeus cheated these girls to be
here, in order to let the three people practice Double Practice. It seems
that the Chow family is not good."
Hearing the words of Casey, Vermilion Bird was scared. If it were not for
Casey today, she would have been ruined by Thaddeus and the three.



At this thought, Vermilion Bird looked at with gratitude and felt a sense
of security from Casey. As long as Casey was with her, any difficulties
would be solved.
"Where is Thaddeus Chow?" Vermilion Bird only saw the bodies of the
three men except for Thaddeus, so she asked.
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Casey pointed to the wall. Vermilion Bird looked along Casey's hand and
saw Thaddeus had been embedded into the wall, immediately she was
surprised.
It seemed have taken a great deal of force to embed a man into it.
Walking to the wall, Vermilion Bird saw that Thaddeus’ face was as
white as paper and his eyes had lost their luster. She put her finger
under Thaddeus’ nose and felt it. She looked startled and said, "He is
dead."
Casey shrugged, and did not feel that there was anything wrong.
Thaddeus joined the three to do bad things and to harm Casey, so he
deserved to be dead.
"The Chow Family is powerful in Z City, and the strength of lord of the
Chow Family may be better than the master of the sublimation. He will
not let us go since his son died in our hand." Vermilion Bird spoke with
some concern.
"He brought it on himself. If his father is as stupid as he, I don't mind
letting him go to hell with his son." Casey opened his mouth lightly.
At this time, Vermilion Bird felt Casey’s endless imposing manner, as if a
god of war, in this world, no one was eligible to offend his majesty.
Vermilion Bird chose to believe in Casey, in her heart, Casey was worthy
of her believe.
No more nonsense, Casey and Vermilion Bird appeased those women,
told them not to spread what happened today out, otherwise they
might be killed.
These women knew that they had just escaped death, so they were
grateful to Casey and said they would not say it out.
Under the leadership of Casey and Vermilion Bird, they left the
restaurant. Those women were afraid the Chow family found that, so
they decided to leave Z City.
At that night.
In the Chow’ old residence, in the middle of Lester's study.
Lester sat in front of the table, taking a piece of cloth to gently wipe a



short sword with a cold light. There were complex runes on that sword
with golden light, it was very extraordinary.
It was the flying sword that gave Lester a great fame in the field of
magical arts. To be precise, this sword was a piece of magic ware, a
treasure handed down from generation to generation in the Chow
Family. Only successive owners could have it.
As Lester wiped the flying sword, a person rushed in from outside,
flurried, and knelt down directly in front of Lester.
"Sir, Sir, Mr. Thaddeus..."
"What trouble has he done? Why so alarmed?" Lester stared at the man
and said.
"Mr. Thaddeus died in the Spring Restaurant!"
“What do you say!”
Lester stood up and patted on the table. With that, that table
immediately split into pieces. Then, that flying sword rose in the air and
pointed at the middle of the eyebrows of that person. With a slice,
between his eyebrows appeared a thin blood line.____
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 915 Killing Immortals

Thaddeus’ death was soon a sensation of the whole Chow family. No
one expected that he would die in in the hands of others, and it was
said that there were three masters with huge reputation were dead.
He must be an unusual man. Lester used all resources of the Chow
family to search the murderer who killed Thaddeus.
When the Chow family conducted investigation in the Spring
Restaurant, it was found that the Spring Restaurant’s monitoring had
been destroyed, and it would take at least two days to repair it.
Lester was furious and wanted to turn the whole city upside down and
find the murderer.
But now there were still two days away from the magical arts meeting.
Thaddeus’ death must not be big, so Lester eventually suppressed it and
only noticed the Chow family and strictly prohibited the spread of the
news.
Part of Chow family was to investigate this matter, and the rest was to
continue to prepare the magical arts meeting.
Now the invitations had been issued, many people in the magical arts
circle had arrived at Z City, so the Chow Family must be ready to it. It
was good to find the murderer who killed Thaddeus or it would only
wait till the end of the magical arts meeting.



Some of the Chow family said it was the enemies of Chow family had
killed Thaddeus as a warning, so this person would certainly appear in
the magical arts meeting.
Others said that Thaddeus was killed because he was with the three
masters and the enemies of the three masters came to seek revenge.
In short, this matter made the Chow Family panic. Many people were
afraid that the Chow Family's enemies would come to kill them.
Lester thought for a long time and could not think of which enemy
would do that. And in his impression, no enemy was able to kill Harrison
and the other two.

But Lester hoped that this person would appear in the magical arts
meeting, because he could not escape in face of so many masters in
magical circles and his friends, no matter how power he was.
As the Chow family was panic because of the death of Thaddeus, the
murderer Casey was leisurely studying the jade sword in the hotel.
He was not worried that the Chow family would come to him. He
deliberately destroyed the monitoring of the restaurant, even if the
Chow family found some clues, it must have been the time for magical
arts meetings.
At that time, Casey would personally go to the Chow’s, there was no
need for them to come to him.
Casey’s room was next to Vermilion Bird’s. Vermilion Bird sat on the
bed in a daze.
And Casey sat in front of the table, carefully staring at the jade sword in
his hand.
The jade sword was exquisite. If you look carefully, you will find strange
lines on it. Casey stared at the lines and studied them for a while, but he
had no idea what they were.
On the body of the sword, you can vaguely see two words, but because
the jade sword was broken, so the words were not complete, but you
can still tell that it was "Killing Immortals".
If he guessed correctly, the name of this jade sword should be Killing
Immortals.
When Casey saw this name, he was shocked. Such a jade sword called it
such a powerful name. He didn’t know whether it really had such power
in the past, or the person who made jade sword chose such a name
deliberately in order to make it look so powerful.
"Let alone whether there are immortals in the world, the name of Killing
Immortals sounds terrible. If this sword can really do such a thing, I'm



afraid I can beat the world with it."
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Casey said with a smile, This sword was made of jade, at most it was an
ornament, and its body was only the size of the palm. Not to mention to
kill Immortals, it was hard to cut paper.
After observing the jade sword body and he did not find anything
special, Casey released his spiritual power. He relied on his spiritual
power to find this special sword, so he thought it still needed spiritual
power to find the secret of the sword.
After covering the jade sword bit by bit with spiritual power, Casey saw
the light coming out of the sword, but in addition to that, there was no
other special.
"Is this jade sword just made of special material, so when it is covered
by spirit, it will shine, and there is no other secret?"
Casey soliloquized. Then his attention was on the jade sword gap. He
could feel this gap seemed to be a slight attraction pulling his spirit.
"What is this? It feels like the jade sword is trying to eat my spiritual
power."
Casey showed a trace of doubt on his face and then he focused on the
gap.
At this time, the attraction of the gap increased, directly sucking Casey's
spiritual power.
Casey's face suddenly changed. He did not expect that, so he wanted to
take back his spiritual power, but to his surprise, his spiritual power was
not subject to his own control.
The gap was like a mouth could not be filled. It was sucking Casey's
spiritual power greedily. Soon after, Casey felt exhaustion, but the
sword still did not stop.
The little man in Casey’s mind could not control the sword, with the
passage of time, Casey felt the little man have become transparent.
"Damn it, will this sword drain my spirit and make me a fool?"
Casey scolded in his heart, but he was helpless. Had known that this
situation would occur, he would not use his spiritual power to explore
this jade sword.
Over about an hour, Casey became quite tired and felt hard to open his
eyes. This sword had cost lots of his spirit, and he felt that if he did not
sleep right away, he would die.
At this time, the jade sword finally stopped absorbing the spiritual



power of Casey.
Compared with before, the jade sword became more dazzling and no
longer looked common.
After the jade sword stopped, Casey finally felt relieved, so he closed his
eyes and fell asleep on the table.
He felt he could sleep for three days and nights in this state.
When Casey fell asleep, the jade sword illuminated the whole room, at
the same time, a sword light appeared in the room, all the things in the
room seemed to be afraid and slightly shook.
After a while, the jade sword turned into a golden light and got toward
Casey's head and then it disappeared.________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 916 Should be Ok

"Casey what's wrong with you? Why is there no response?"
Vermilion Bird’s voice sounded in Casey's ears. In a daze, Casey opened
his eyes, and saw Vermilion Bird standing on the edge of the table,
shaking his body.
He climbed up from the table. Because he lied there too long, his arms
were numb. After a long time, Casey woke up, and remembered that he
fainted because this jade sword absorbed his spiritual power.
"How long have I slept? Has the magical arts meeting begun?" Casey
looked at Vermilion Bird and asked.
Vermilion Bird saw Casey woke up, took a breath a sigh of relief and
said, “It will be held tomorrow. I don’t know how long you have slept. I
knocked at the door twice, but you didn't response. I thought you have
something to do, so I did not bother you, but I felt it wrong this
afternoon. I called you several times, but you still had no response, so I
broke in."
"I thought you were dead when I saw you lying on the table. What on
earth are you doing? Why have you been lying on the table sleeping?"
Casey nodded, if there was nothing else happening, he really had been
prone to sleep on the table.
The magical arts meeting would be held tomorrow, which meant that
he had slept for two days. Looking at the sky outside, he knew it was at
night. He did not expect he would sleep for so long.
Then he began to look for the jade sword that had put him into a coma,
but there was no sign of it on the table or on the ground.
"Did you see the jade sword I bought at the antique fair?" Casey stared
at Vermilion Bird and asked.



Vermilion Bird shook her head and said, "No, I just came in and saw you
lying on the table, so I came to call you. I didn't see the jade sword."
Casey face was confused. Logically before he slept, the jade sword was
on the table. Did the thief steal it away?
When Casey was going to get up and look for the jade sword, his pupil
suddenly shrank, and then he sat on the table, motionless.
He was so, because he found there was a small sword with golden light
next to the little man in his mind. The shape was exactly the same as
the jade sword and they was a gap on the sword body.
The gap of this golden small sword was slowly absorbing the spirit of
Casey at this time, seemed to be nourishing the gap.
Casey felt himself and the golden sword had a unique link. Although
Casey saw the small sword was in the absorption of his spirit, Casey
knew it was not malicious, but to repair the gap with Casey's spirit.
And Casey was sure that the small sword was the jade sword he bought
back, as for why it appeared in his mind, Casey had no idea of it.
But Casey felt the sword was now very weak, so it had to take Casey’s
spiritual power. Now on Casey’s spiritual power, it had been able to
exist in the mind of Casey.
After that, it only needed to absorb a small part of Casey's spirit every
day to repair itself. Although the process would be very long, it would
return to its peak state sooner or later.
It seemed to be in order to thank Casey's spiritual power, the sword had
recognized Casey as its owner. Casey felt he could control this sword,
but this sword was damaged too much, Casey could not get any useful
information from it.
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But one thing was certain, if this sword returned to its peak state, it
must have the ability to destroy the heaven and the earth.
Vermilion Bird saw Casey frozen in place, thought Casey had a problem
so she asked, “What is the matter with you these two days? Did the
three people’s Enchantment make your brain have a problem?"
Casey came to himself and smiled at Vermilion Bird. There indeed was a
problem in his brain, there was a sword, which was a big problem, but
Casey knew this sword would not hurt him, on the contrary, it might be
a big resource of Casey.
"I am fine, I just suddenly thought of something. Since the magical arts



meeting in held tomorrow, let’s get ready. We may have trouble, take
care of yourself, and I will take care of the problem." Casey said.
"Are you sure you're a match for Lester Chow? I heard that his flying
sword is quite powerful. It can take a man's head from the air so fast
that the naked eye can't see it. Even if you are a master of the
sublimation, you can’t avoid it." Vermilion Bird reminded Casey.
"I was unsure before, but now I think it should be ok."
Casey showed a confident smile.
The next day, on the small square in front of the Chow’s house.
Early in the morning, it gathered a lot of people. The Chow family had
transformed it into a magical arts meeting venue, with isolation belt set
up, to keep miscellaneous people away. Only people with invitation
were allowed to enter the venue.
Casey and Vermilion Bird came early in the morning and got into the
crowd. Relying on the invitation letter from Wolfe and Lachlan, they got
in the venue.
Because there were too many people attending the meeting, the person
in charge of inspection would only take a look at the cover of the
invitation letter and after confirming that it was a real invitation letter,
he let them in.
Casey carefully observed the people around, found that many of these
people wearing strange clothes, some wearing Taoist clothes, some
wearing monks’ clothes, highlighting their distinctive characteristic.
These people had certain study of magical arts, but the real magical arts
had already declined for thousands of years. The Chow family was in the
leading role of magical arts only relying on a flying sword, which showed
that the level the magical art was low.
Most of the people present were like Harrison Williams or Lachlan, who
had some unimaginable means but were not too powerful.
When Casey looked around, an old man with a beautiful girl entered the
venue.
These two people were the old man and the girl Casey met in the plane.
Casey found a strange wave in the old man with his spiritual power.
Casey noticed the two people at a glance, the old man and the girl also
noticed Casey.
They looked at each other, and then the old man took the girl to come
over to Casey.______________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 917 Meeting Commencing



"Little brother, glad to meet you here. I didn't expect you to come to
this magical arts meeting." The old man said with a smile.
Casey also smiled at the old man, but actually he felt embarrassed, after
all, he and Vermilion Bird did not receive the invitation of the Chow
family and they killed the guests the Chow family invited.
And Casey killed Thaddeus Chow, if it was known to others, he would
certainly become a target.
"Where do you come from? I have a lot of friends in magical arts circle.
And I know more or less about the people present, but I have never
heard of you two. And I am curious which circle you are from." Asked
the old man.
Casey said with a smile, "But it is a small circle in the mountain. Thanks
to Lester, we came here."
He was actually uneasy, after all, the old man was in the same plane
with them, so he might from B City too. Probably he knew Casey. If his
identity was exposed, it was embarrassing.
But the old man and the girl looked as if they didn't know who they
were.
The old man heard Casey's answer, and did not continue to ask. He
knew that there were some hidden circles not willing to disclose too
much information about them, so as not to cause trouble, so he did not
feel anything wrong with Casey's words.
And people could be invited by the Chow family certainly had a certain
ability, so the old man dare not look down on Casey and Vermilion Bird.
Through conversation, Casey learned that the old man named Cain
Woods, a small family in B City, and the girl was his granddaughter,
Mallory Woods.

Although the Woods family in B City was only an insignificant small
family, but in the magical arts circles, Cain Woods had a decisive
position.
The predecessor of the Woods family had a certain status in the magical
arts circle. Later, because the magical art gradually declined, the Woods
family only retained some inheritance and lived in B City.
In these years, the Woods family rarely contacted with the secular
society, so they did not know the matter of Casey. They had move
contact with the people in the magical arts circle.
And the Woods family was very low-key in recent years. If it was not for
looking for ways to cure Mallory Woods’ sister in the magical arts
meeting, they would not go so far.



"I heard Thaddeus Chow was killed a few days ago. The murderer was
mysterious. I wonder who it was unexpectedly dare to ignore the
deterrent of the Chow family and if he would show up in the magical
arts meeting. It he does, there will be a fight." Cain said.
Casey said with a smile, “Maybe the murderer had to kill him. I heard
Thaddeus Chow was not a good man, I think he is stupid and got himself
killed."
"And I feel that if the murderer dares to kill Thaddeus Chow, he must
have contempt to the Chow family."
Hearing Casey's words, Cain smiled and did not answer.
Mallory took a refusal look at Casey and said, “The status of the Chow
family in the magical arts circle was unshakable, no one dare to
contempt to them. If the murderer does, he will not hide after the
killing."
Casey smiled and asked, “How do you know he is hiding? He has
contempt to the Chow family, and he has no need to tell them where he
is."
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Mallory was speechless. She felt angry about Casey, think he was
resorting to sophistry.
And she felt that Since Casey came to the Chow family to attend the
magical arts meeting, he should not say bad things about the Chow
family.
What was more, Casey even dare not say his origin. Mallory thought
Casey and Vermilion Bird were not good people, so she despised them.
She tried to think of how to refute, but ultimately she came up with
nothing, so she only snorted to Casey and turned her head to the side.
Casey did not care about it. He felt Mallory was inexperienced and did
not know people were sinister. The Chow family had a decisive position
in the magical arts, it did not mean the Chow family was good.
After a while, all of the people in the venue looked at the front of the
venue and became quiet, because at this time Lester had taken the
Chow family into the venue.
Lester looked gloomy, obviously he was still angry that someone had
killed his son. Several people followed him, carrying a table with a
six-ribbed object on it. Everyone's eyes fell on the object on the table,
which was supposed to be the treasure of the Chow family.
It was not large, only a little bigger than the size of a hand, but it was



exquisitely made, with strange patterns on its surface.
Casey looked at it carefully, but because it was far away, he could not
use his spiritual power to observe it. He could only see the shape but
not its details.
Lester stopped in front of the crowd, and the people behind him put the
table down.
"I'm glad you can come to this magical arts meeting. I think you know
why I hold this meeting, one is to let you have a chance to communicate
with each other, the other is to let everybody have a brainstorm to see
what this treasure is for."
"I will not tell any nonsense. This treasure on the table has been handed
down from generation to generation in the Chow family. If anyone can
discover the secret of this treasure, I will give you a magical object, and
this friend will be protected by the Chow family forever."
"Now everyone can take turns to observe this treasure. You can take it
up, but please don't make any wrong moves, otherwise I will kill you."
After that, Lester gave a position to let everyone come forward to
observe the treasure.
Lester looked around, looking for anyone suspicious who had killed his
son.
Soon, Lester's eyes fell on Casey and Vermilion Bird.
He waved to the man who had been in charge of the meeting. The man
walked over, respectful.
Lester pointed to Casey and Vermilion Bird and asked, "Who are those
two people? Why don't I remember that these two were invited?"_____
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 918 Nine Dragons Binding Array

The person in charge looked towards Casey and Vermilion Bird and said,
“Lord, we have invited a large number of people to this meeting, some
asked their younger generation to come and the two may be the young
people of some people."
Lester nodded, but still suspiciously looked at Casey and Vermilion Bird.
"How is it going with the surveillance in Spring Restaurant?" Lester
asked.
"It is almost repaired. It is said that it will be repaired today. When it is
repaired, I will show it to you as soon as possible." Replied the man.
Lester gave a cold hum and said, “Once I know who killed my son, I will
tear him apart!"
Lester then turned his attention to the treasure to see if anyone could



discover its secrets.
Casey and Vermilion Bird walked together toward the table. Vermilion
Bird was curious, it was obvious she had great interest in this treasure.
Cain and Mallory walked toward it. They came to this meeting because
they wanted to know if this treasure could save Mallory’s sister, of
course, they had to have close observation.
Many of them picked it up and looked at it for a while, but in the end
they shook their heads in bewilderment, apparently not knowing what
it was for.
Some people thought there should be a switch, as long as switch was
found, they would be able to know what this treasure is used for.
However, in addition to some complicated patterns, there was no
switch on it. Moreover, Lester made it clear that he did not know what
this thing was made of. They had tried all kinds of ways to smash it to
see the structure inside, but none of them succeeded.

It was several times harder than a diamond.
After a long time, those people put down the treasures sighing and
passed it to others. Now it was Casey’s turn.
Cain walked over, picked it up for a closer look, and muttered, “It looks
like an array plate, but I don't know how to trigger it."
"Grandpa, what is array plate?" Mallory asked.
"Array plate is the foundation of array law, which I read in ancient
books at home. In the past, people needed a lot of mind and time to set
the array, so if they could not set up the array in the midst of battle,
they would have been killed. In this way, the masters of array law
invented array plate which could be triggered immediately to protect
themselves."
“The so-called array plate was equivalent to that the completed array
was stored in a medium, which was called array plate. When the array
plate was triggered in a fight would play the proper power, which can
let the opponent off guard."
"The array plate recorded in ancient books was made by supernatural
workmanship, and those who can make them were powerful masters
we can't imagine. It's unknown whether such things really exist.
Although this treasure looks like those recorded in ancient books, it may
just be a coincidence."
Cain explained.
Hearing Cain's words, Mallory nodded and vaguely understood.
Casey heard of the array plate for the first time. According to Cain's



description, it was indeed a magical thing.
Because of the golden sword in his mind, Casey was no longer as
suspicious as he used to be about such a mysterious thing.
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Perhaps there really was such a thing as Cain said.
Casey focused his spiritual power toward the six-ribbed thing, wanted
to see if he could find some details ordinary people could not detect.
At the moment when his spirit wrapped the array plate, the decorative
patterns on the surface of the treasures had a flash of light flowing
through.
Then, Casey's mind got a paragraph of information, which scared him
that he quickly took his spirit back.
"Nine Dragons Binding Array, it must be started by the power of god
soul, the stored energy can trigger three times of the array. Once it was
triggered, nine dragons shows up and kills the enemy in a moment."
Looking at this piece of information in his mind, Casey was shocked to
the extreme, and then he looked to Cain and did not expect it was really
the array plate he said.
But Casey did not understand why he could read such information. Was
his spiritual power actually the power of god soul?
For a time, Casey had a lot of doubts. He turned to Cain. Cain said he
read the ancient books about the array plate. Casey wondered if he had
read something about power of god soul.
If the spiritual power of Casey was the so-called power of god soul, once
he had the treasure, it would become his biggest card.
After all, the information said that the nine dragons would kill the
enemy in the blink of an eye. It was not certainly the general array law.
Casey looked at Cain and asked, “Sire, do you know the power of god
soul?"
Hearing that, Cain carefully studying that piece of array plate changed
his face, looked to Casey, asked, “Where do you hear about it? Do you
know who has it?"
Casey was surprised to see Cain’s reaction, he said, “I just asked."
Mallory looked at Casey and said, “Grandpa, few people know the
power of god soul, he should just has hearsay."
As they were talking, a man ran to Lester and showed Lester his phone.
"Lord, the monitoring at Spring Restaurant has been repaired."
Lester immediately took the phone, staring at the video. In the video,



he saw Casey kicked Thaddeus away.
Seeing that, Lester immediately gritted his teeth angrily.
Then, he looked toward Casey, his momentum made the people around
shiver.
"He killed my son, and unexpectedly still dared to swagger to attend the
magical arts meeting. If I don't kill you, I will be ashamed to face my
ancestors!"__The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 918 Nine Dragons Binding Array

The person in charge looked towards Casey and Vermilion Bird and said,
“Lord, we have invited a large number of people to this meeting, some
asked their younger generation to come and the two may be the young
people of some people."
Lester nodded, but still suspiciously looked at Casey and Vermilion Bird.
"How is it going with the surveillance in Spring Restaurant?" Lester
asked.
"It is almost repaired. It is said that it will be repaired today. When it is
repaired, I will show it to you as soon as possible." Replied the man.
Lester gave a cold hum and said, “Once I know who killed my son, I will
tear him apart!"
Lester then turned his attention to the treasure to see if anyone could
discover its secrets.
Casey and Vermilion Bird walked together toward the table. Vermilion
Bird was curious, it was obvious she had great interest in this treasure.
Cain and Mallory walked toward it. They came to this meeting because
they wanted to know if this treasure could save Mallory’s sister, of
course, they had to have close observation.
Many of them picked it up and looked at it for a while, but in the end
they shook their heads in bewilderment, apparently not knowing what
it was for.
Some people thought there should be a switch, as long as switch was
found, they would be able to know what this treasure is used for.
However, in addition to some complicated patterns, there was no
switch on it. Moreover, Lester made it clear that he did not know what
this thing was made of. They had tried all kinds of ways to smash it to
see the structure inside, but none of them succeeded.

It was several times harder than a diamond.
After a long time, those people put down the treasures sighing and
passed it to others. Now it was Casey’s turn.



Cain walked over, picked it up for a closer look, and muttered, “It looks
like an array plate, but I don't know how to trigger it."
"Grandpa, what is array plate?" Mallory asked.
"Array plate is the foundation of array law, which I read in ancient
books at home. In the past, people needed a lot of mind and time to set
the array, so if they could not set up the array in the midst of battle,
they would have been killed. In this way, the masters of array law
invented array plate which could be triggered immediately to protect
themselves."
“The so-called array plate was equivalent to that the completed array
was stored in a medium, which was called array plate. When the array
plate was triggered in a fight would play the proper power, which can
let the opponent off guard."
"The array plate recorded in ancient books was made by supernatural
workmanship, and those who can make them were powerful masters
we can't imagine. It's unknown whether such things really exist.
Although this treasure looks like those recorded in ancient books, it may
just be a coincidence."
Cain explained.
Hearing Cain's words, Mallory nodded and vaguely understood.
Casey heard of the array plate for the first time. According to Cain's
description, it was indeed a magical thing.
Because of the golden sword in his mind, Casey was no longer as
suspicious as he used to be about such a mysterious thing.
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Perhaps there really was such a thing as Cain said.
Casey focused his spiritual power toward the six-ribbed thing, wanted
to see if he could find some details ordinary people could not detect.
At the moment when his spirit wrapped the array plate, the decorative
patterns on the surface of the treasures had a flash of light flowing
through.
Then, Casey's mind got a paragraph of information, which scared him
that he quickly took his spirit back.
"Nine Dragons Binding Array, it must be started by the power of god
soul, the stored energy can trigger three times of the array. Once it was
triggered, nine dragons shows up and kills the enemy in a moment."
Looking at this piece of information in his mind, Casey was shocked to
the extreme, and then he looked to Cain and did not expect it was really



the array plate he said.
But Casey did not understand why he could read such information. Was
his spiritual power actually the power of god soul?
For a time, Casey had a lot of doubts. He turned to Cain. Cain said he
read the ancient books about the array plate. Casey wondered if he had
read something about power of god soul.
If the spiritual power of Casey was the so-called power of god soul, once
he had the treasure, it would become his biggest card.
After all, the information said that the nine dragons would kill the
enemy in the blink of an eye. It was not certainly the general array law.
Casey looked at Cain and asked, “Sire, do you know the power of god
soul?"
Hearing that, Cain carefully studying that piece of array plate changed
his face, looked to Casey, asked, “Where do you hear about it? Do you
know who has it?"
Casey was surprised to see Cain’s reaction, he said, “I just asked."
Mallory looked at Casey and said, “Grandpa, few people know the
power of god soul, he should just has hearsay."
As they were talking, a man ran to Lester and showed Lester his phone.
"Lord, the monitoring at Spring Restaurant has been repaired."
Lester immediately took the phone, staring at the video. In the video,
he saw Casey kicked Thaddeus away.
Seeing that, Lester immediately gritted his teeth angrily.
Then, he looked toward Casey, his momentum made the people around
shiver.
"He killed my son, and unexpectedly still dared to swagger to attend the
magical arts meeting. If I don't kill you, I will be ashamed to face my
ancestors!"__
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 919 Kill the Father

Casey was thinking about whether he could get some information from
Cain about the power of god soul, by at this time, a team of people
suddenly rushed into the venue, quickly evacuated all the people
towards the edge.
After a while, the people in the venue were all to the edge, leaving only
Casey, Vermilion Bird, Cain and Mallory standing in front of the table
observing the array plate.
Everyone was puzzled and did not know what was happening.
Casey and the other there noticed it. Cain and Mallory did not know



what was going on.
Casey saw Lester came over and immediately knew that the Chow
family should have found out Thaddeus was dead in his hands.
But he wasn't surprised. He had been prepared for the situation before
he came.
“If we have a fight, you dodge to one side. You can't help me in a fight
like this, and it might distract me. Just protect yourself." Casey turned to
Vermilion Bird.
Vermilion Bird understood the situation, so she nodded to Casey.
Lester walked to the table, took the array plate from the hands of Cain
and then said to Cain, “Cain, what is the relationship with these two
people?"

Cain was stunned by his angry tone and said, “We just knew them.
What happened? Why you act like this?"
"Well, my son died three days ago. I have just found out that these two
people killed my son. If you have nothing to do with them, I advise you
to go to the side, so as not to be affected." Lester said coldly.
Cain’s face changed. He turned to Casey and did not expect Casey was
the murderer. No wonder Casey spoke for the murderer, because he
was the murderer.
Mallory was surprised, but she could see Lester wanted to kill Casey.
Since he had been targeted, how could he survive?
She said to Lester, “We have no relationship with them. They came to
talk to us and we don’t know he is the murderer. This is your private
matter, we will not interfere."
After that, Mallory lugged Cain toward the edge.
The people were astonished to hear that. They mostly didn't know
Thaddeus was dead, and almost no one expect someone would dare to
kill Thaddeus.
Seeing the appearance of Lester, it should not be false, all eyes fell on
Casey. They did not understand why this young man killed Thaddeus.
He had offended the Chow family, and was caught by Lester in the
venue. Casey could not survive for sure.
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"This guy almost lugged us. I did not expect him to be the murderer who
killed Thaddeus, why does he still dare to participate in the magical arts
meeting? Isn’t he looking for death?"



After coming to the edge, Mallory said with panic. if Lester suspected
that they were with Casey, they would be in trouble today.
Cain frowned at Casey. He always felt Casey was unusual, and even he
was surrounded, Casey did not show the slightest panic, as if everything
was under his control. The average person certainly could not keep this
mentality in the face of this situation.
Lester stared at Casey and said, “We are not enemies, but you killed my
son. I have surveillance to testify, you can't deny it. Today you must give
me an explanation!"
Casey stared at Lester and said, “Your son united three evil people to
harm more than ten innocent girls. And, I bought the thing he liked and
he wanted to take my life, I was just justifiable defense. You can only
blame your son for being bad."
Lester immediately gave cold hum and said, “Nonsense! How could my
son be as evil as you say?! Don't you make excuses for yourself. I will kill
you today to avenge my son!"
"Don’t you have the monitor? Dare you show it to everyone and let
them see if what I said is true? You son were with Harrison Williams,
Tiger Thund and Gary Matthews. You must have seen their bodies.
Whether the three were evil or nor, I think all the people present should
be clear about it." Casey said calmly.
After hearing the words of Casey, people present were surprised that
the three people were involved. The three people had bad reputation in
the magical art circle, their Double Practice was despised.
But the strength of the three people was very strong. Casey said the
three were died, which showed that the strength of Casey was far
above the three.
They did not expect Casey had such a strong strength at his young age.
Hearing that, Lester turned pale on his face. He knew his son’s
character. When he saw the bodies of the three, he had known what
happened, and the monitoring proved his guess.
But Thaddeus was his son. Even if he had no reason, he could not let go
of Casey who had killed his son.
"Don’t say unreasonable words. My son did die in your hands. I don't
care what you are, what kind of background you have, today I have to
kill you!"
Lester was not going to talk nonsense. He directly took out his short
sword engraved with complex lines.
Seeing that Lester was unreasonable, he shook his head and said, “Since
you are so unrepentant to help a sinner, don't blame me for being



rude!"
"Your son was not sensible deserved to die. If you are not sensible, I
don't mind killing you too!"
With that, Casey took out his Muramasa.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 920 VS. Lester Chow

Seeing the battle was about to begin, Vermilion Bird hurriedly said to
Casey, “You must be careful!"
Then she quickly ran toward the edge, so as not to distract Casey.
Lester made a strange handprint, delimited it above the short sword
and then a light appeared it. The short sword directly jumped into the
air, flying toward Casey.
People around was shocked. They only heard that Lester was good at
playing flying sword, many of them saw the real flying sword flying in
the air for the first time, so they involuntarily issued the sound of
surprise.
"I have heard that Lester is good at killing people with sword. He
deserves his reputation."
"Lester’s supernatural power is really terrible, the speed of the flying
sword is incomparable to ordinary people, that boy will be in trouble."
"No matter why he killed Thaddeus, he is now an enemy with the Chow
family. The flying sword is horrible, he must be dead today.”
...
Mallory stared at Casey. Seeing that he just had a knife, she said with
contempt, “Lester’s fly sword is a magical object, and he wants to deal
with it by a regular knife. How arrogant he is. I still can't understand
why he came here after he killed Thaddeus. Does he want to die?"
Cain said, “This boy is not so simple as you think. I don't think he would
be stupid enough to come to die."
"Grandpa, why do you defend him? He has already offended the Chow
family. I don't think he's good. Look at him, he's got a knife. How can a
real expert carry something like that?" Mallory muttered.

"Look again at the knife in his hand." Cain said.
Mallory’s eyes fell on the knife in the hands of Casey, this time she was
surprised to open her eyes wide, because over the knife, there was
burst of light with a kind of indescribable power.
"What's going on here? Is he a master of magical art?" Mallory
murmured.



"When he achieves the sublimation, the inner force can result in this
fantastic scene, but the sublimation master generally will not carry
weapons. His realm should be between the grandmaster and the
sublimation, so he needs a weapon as a medium." Cain was experienced
and he explained to Mallory.
"Isn’t the realm of Lester more powerful than the master of sublimation
in the martial arts? This guy is just between the grandmaster and the
sublimation. Even if his strength is extraordinary, he will only be
defeated in the hands of Lester." Mallory seemed to have seen the fate
of Casey.
Cain did not speak. He did not agree with Mallory. Although Casey’s
strength seemed to have not reached the sublimation, he always felt
that Casey who knew the power of god soul had his card.
Lester's flying sword as a stream flew toward the neck of Casey. Casey
was alert, before the flying sword approached, he raised Muramasa and
blocked the flying sword.
The flying sword carried the power that was not worse than the master
of the sublimation, and the speed was very fast. The master of the
sublimation would have been killed under such situation.
Casey had spiritual power. Within the radius of five meters, Casey saw
clearly everything. As long as the flying sword was five meters away
from Casey, Casey could feel its track and blocked it easily.
Seeing that Casey actually blocked his blow, Lester was surprised and
murmured, “Unexpectedly he can block it. He seems to be great, but I
don’t only know this move. I would like to see how long you can hold on
under my flying sword!"
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With that, Lester changed his method. The flying sword again flew to
Casey and he began a set of tricks.
Casey covered all his strength over Muramasa. Lester’s flying sword was
really powerful and the sharpness was much better than the general
weapon. Casey could feel that if he did not cover it with all his power on
it, Muramasa would scrap soon.
The reputation of the leading got his tricks!
People around was surprised to see them fighting. The light above
Casey’s knife and the flying sword made them dazzled.
They did not expect Casey could hold on for a long time to go against
the flying sword. It seemed that he really had skills.



"The strength of his flying sword is extraordinary and superior to the
master in the early stage of sublimation. If it goes on like this, I am
afraid that it won't be long. He should only rely on this flying sword, and
his own strength shouldn't be very strong. As long as I am close to him
and get him under control, this fight will be over.”
Casey quickly came up with a solution. The power of Lester’s flying
sword was beyond that of the early stage of sublimation. Casey barely
resisted in the assistance of spiritual power.
And the Chow family surrounded him. In this case, if he could not use
Cabala to deal with all people, the final death must be him.
So now he could only get close to Lester and kill him as soon as possible.
So Casey rushed toward Lester, the light on his blade was great and
then the knife swept toward Lester.
"Tianxing sword technique!”
Lester squinted, change his handprint, and the flying sword had flown
to his front. With a slice, it broke Casey's tricks.
Casey did not think that his move would cause any harm to Lester, he
just wanted to distract Lester's attention.
Muramasa was changing tricks in his hand. Once again it flew toward
Lester, a half-moon shape light appeared and fell on the top of Lester's
head.
"Moon Invitation sword technique!"
Lester's flying sword instantly flew over the top of Lester's head, and
then showed countless flying sword, forming a net constituted by flying
swords, which blocked Casey's knife light.
At this time, Casey had rushed to the front of Lester. He stared at Lester
and said, “Your flying sword is really great, but as a master of magical
art, you can’t fight in close distance. Once are you approached, you will
be unprepared."
"You shouldn't have been so careless."
As Casey's voice fell, Muramasa in his hands gathered all his power. A
huge knife shadow showed up with bursts of thunder arc, splitting
toward Lester.
"Thunder Shocking sword technique!"______________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 921 Light Armor

When the audience saw the huge shadow of Thunder Shocking sword
technique, they were all shocked. Such a powerful attack was more
many times stronger than their so-called magical arts.



In the state of sublimation, its magic was not weaker than magical arts,
and the power was obviously stronger.
Of course, the magical art had been almost faded. In the past records,
magical art had the power to destroy the heaven and the earth.
The array plate of Nine Dragons Binding Array must have been handed
down long ago when the magical art was flourishing. If the magical art
was really flourishing, the Chow family would have known how to
trigger it.
So Casey had doubts about its fading away, which must be involved in a
very big secret.
Seeing that huge knife shadow approaching Lester, people were
nervous.
But Lester himself did not panic, but sneered.
Casey noticed that sneer, and immediately rose a sense of unease,
subconsciously he retreated.
But at this time, the knife shadow already fell on Lester, but Lester had
no intention of resisting or running away.
He just stood there, watching the shadow of the knife fell to his body,
and then, on his skin, there were golden runes forming a golden power
cover over his body, directly blocking Casey's attack.
In blink of an eye, the golden light cover absorbed the power of Casey,
and then without the slightest hesitation, it hit toward Casey.

Casey’s pupils shrank. It was unexpected that Lester had such means,
and all this happened in a minute, even if Casey realized the danger, it
was simply too late to react.
Lester bounced back the power and it all hit at Casey, which was
equivalent to that Casey hit himself, which was very terrible.
Casey directly flew more than ten meters away, and then he fell heavily
to the ground.
A mouthful of blood spat out from Casey's mouth, his face suddenly
became pale.
Seeing that, Vermilion Bird quickly rushed toward Casey, held him up
and asked with concern, “Are you ok?"
Casey took a deep breath and said, “I will live, I did not expect him to
have such a means."
All the people were surprised by the means of Lester just now, they did
not know how he did that.
Caseylooked towards Lester and asked, “What was that, why can you
rebound my power back?"



Seeing that Casey had been seriously injured, Lester was not in a hurry
to continue to attack him, but said with a smile, “You are right that I am
not good at fighting in a close distance. I know it well, so do you think I
will give you the opportunity to close to me? If you get close enough to
me, I do it on purpose."
"I have a clothes inside, which is called Light Armor, a piece of magical
object handed down from my ancestors. It can resist the attack of the
enemy for me and bounce back the power."
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"I have defeated many martial arts masters over the years. More than
half of them were defeated not by my flying sword, but by this light
armor."
"You warriors always think that when you are near me, I can do nothing
about you, and it is true, but I am not a fool, or you would not be in this
situation."
"Boy, your strength is not weak, and you are still so young and so
talented, but you killed my son, even if you have great talent, I will kill
you today for my son’s revenge!"
Everyone looked at Lester in surprise. They did not expect that he could
kill people with a clothes together with his flying sword.
Everyone had to admire the Chow family, it was really leading the
magical art circle, which was not comparable to ordinary people.
Casey was upset. He did look down on Lester, it was his first time to see
such a thing which could bounce back power.
But Casey was clear that it could only be used in a short period of time
and the power bounced back was limited, otherwise Lester could have
been standing there and allowing him to attack, because the power
bounced back could kill people.
Lester came over to Casey with a murderous face, the flying sword
suspended by Lester’s side, it looked like at any time it would attack
toward Casey.
"Boy, you get down on your knees right now and knock your head ten
times into the air in honor of my son's spirit in the sky. I can consider
killing you fast, or I will torture you slowly until you can no longer bear
it, and then I will kill you." Lester opened his mouth.
Casey squinted and said in a cold voice, “You wish!"
"Well, don't blame me for being rude!"
After that, Lester’s flying sword rushed toward Casey's head.



At this time Vermilion Bird directly blocked in front of Casey and said,
“Kill me first. It was your son wanted to harm us and he deserved to be
death. If you kill us, the Pantheon will not spare your Chow family!"
Lester narrowed his eyes and said in a cold voice, "So you are the
people of the Pantheon. But you killed my son, .you should die. Don't
think I would be afraid of you!"
With that, Lester's flying sword immediately issued a harsh sound, and
then rushed toward Casey and Vermilion Bird.
Vermilion Bird closed her eyes, knowing there was nothing she could do
today.
But at this time, Casey pulled her to his back, said with a smile, “I didn't
sayI have no way to deal with him, you don't have to let him kill you in
such a hurry."
After that, Casey looked at the flying sword, murmured, “It is just a
flying sword, do you think only you can play this thing?"
As soon as his words fell, there was a golden light above his head, and
then, a golden sword appeared in the line of sight of the people, so that
everyone's face showed gold.
The golden long sword pointed to Lester's flying sword. Without
hesitation, it rushed out.___
The Peremptory Casey Davies
chapter 922 Killing Immortals Sword

When they saw the golden sword, they had been shocked, because they
did not see Caseycarrying a sword, the sword came out suddenly.
"My god, where does the golden sword come from? It seems to
suddenly appear above the boy's head, and it still radiates golden light.
Is it a fairy sword in legend?"
"It is amazing. I felt the flying sword already is superior, but boy has
flying sword too and it can shine. I will it will be more powerful."
"This is the real skill, we just know some of it.!"
...
Vermilion Bird also did not expect Casey would have such means.
Thinking of that she was ready to be killed, she was embarrassed.
Cain and Mallory not far from saw that golden sword above Casey’
head. Cain opened his mouth and shouted, “It is the sword of god soul.
He really has god soul, I was right on the plane!"
Mallory heard Cain's words and gave a complex expression.
Lester saw the golden sword, he narrowed his eyes and gave cold hum,
“You are just pretending. I learned the skill of flying sword for more



than 20 years to barely master it. You are just over 20 years old, how
can you have this skill, it's a bluff."
However, he was not true. The golden sword fought with the flying
sword, the golden sword issued brilliant light. In only a round, Lester’s
flying sword fell down toward the ground.
When it hit the ground, it broke in two.

All the people were shocked when they saw this scene. Lester also froze
in his place, staring at the flying sword that fell to the ground.
"...... Broken?" Many people exclaimed.
Lester quickly ran to the flying sword and picked up the two pieces of
flying sword that fell to the ground. Looking at them in disbelief, his
both hands were trembling.
"How is that possible? Why is it broken? This is a piece of magical
object. It has been inherited in the Chow family for so many years and
there has never been any problem. This sword is indestructible. How
could it be broken?”
Lester looked up at the golden sword in midair with fear in eyes and
then he realized that he had underestimated Casey.
Casey did not hesitate. After breaking Lester’s flying sword, the Killing
Immortals Sword in the air rushed towards Lester.
Lester's face changed, immediately he made handprint and threw a
piece of yellow charm. He yelled and the yellow charm exploded.
However, such a degree of attack was nothing for the Killing Immortals
Sword. It turned into a golden light, in blink of an eye, it had arrived in
front of Lester.
"Will you give up?" Casey stared at Lester and asked.
Lester’s eyes looked malicious, then he stretched out a hand to bite his
finger, and coated the blood on his light armor.
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"My light armor can be used twice in a short period of time, which will
take a lot of its life, but it's worth it against you, and you've already
seen what it can do. If you hit me with this sword, all of your attacks will
bounce back, and you'll be the one who's in trouble." Lester said in a
cold voice.
Hearing that, Casey could not help but smile and then said, “idiot."
Then the Killing Immortals Sword got through Lester's body. Lester's
armor did not release the golden cover as before. The Killing Immortals



Sword was so fast the armor did not have enough time to react and had
got itself been got through.
After these, Casey quickly took back the Killing Immortals Sword. When
the golden sword was in front of Casey, it suddenly disappeared and got
back to the mind of Casey.
As early as yesterday, Casey found the golden sword in his mind, felt the
connection between himself and it, he knew he could use the sword.
Although this small sword was still broken, ordinary people could not
imagine its power. Casey did not expect it could cut off Lester's flying
sword.
Casey could feel that the sword played its power by absorbing his
spiritual power.
But it was already powerful. He wondered how powerful it was at its
peak state.
But although only he used this sword for a few minutes, Casey's spirit
had been taken out of 80%, otherwise he would not be in a hurry to
take it back.
Although it was powerful based on Casey's level now, he could not use
it for long, but used it sometime.
Lester's face became pale. He looked down at his chest, and found
there had been blood flowing out.
"How... How did that happen? Why didn't the light armor work?"
"Is that boy's flying sword as strong as this?"
Soliloquized, Lester fell down. After falling on the ground, his neck
twisted twisted and then he died.
Everyone was in an uproar. They did not expect that Lester would die in
the hands of Casey.
"It is terrible, Lester died in his hands. My god, who would have thought
Lester would die in their magical art meeting!" A lot of people were
starting to talk about it.
Casey went to Lester and found him opening eyes, with out luster. He
he bent down, fumbled Lester, found the array plate and put it into his
clothes.
"You had a chance to go on living in this world, but you insisted on
killing me. Blame yourself."
"I will take this array plate as your compensation to me."
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 923 Ask For Help

With vigilance, the Chow family looked at Casey. Although Lester died in



the hands of Casey, they did not dare to act rashly, after all, Casey was
terrible. Lester could not defeat Casey, how could they?
After putting away the array plate, Casey turned to look at the Chow
familyand asked, “Do you want to fight with me?"
The Chow family looked at each other, and then together shook their
heads.
"The death of Thaddeus Chow is his own responsibility. If you don't
believe me, you can go to see the supervision of Spring Restaurant by
yourself. If you think I was wrong, you can come to me for revenge at
any time."
After that, Casey turned and walked to Vermilion Bird. Now Lester was
dead, this magical art meeting would certainly be canceled. Casey had
reached his purpose and got the array plate, so he was not going to stay
here.
Vermilion Bird saw Casey came over and asked, “Are you ok?"
"I just need some recuperation. Let's go back to the hotel." Casey said.
Vermilion Bird nodded and went out with Casey.
People present looked at Casey with solemn faces and hurriedly gave a
way for them. At this moment, no one dare to despise the existence of
Casey.
Until Casey left the venue, the people's voices were bigger.
"That man looks familiar, I felt like I've seen him somewhere before."
"Right, he is Casey Davies from B City! He contend with thee five big
families in the martial arts circle by his own!"

"My God, this guy has such a talent for martial arts and now shows his
sword riding skills."
"He is good, those geniuses are nothing compared to him. The Chow
family could not take revenge and could only endure it."
...
Casey and Vermilion Bird were on the way back.
"Do you feel someone are following us?" Vermilion Bird asked.
Casey said with a smile, “Never mind, let them follow, so that I won’t
have to find them."
“Do you know who's following us?” askedVermilion Bird.
Casey nodded and said, "It's the Woods family."
"What are they following us? Do they want revenge for the Chow
family?" Vermilion Bird looked puzzled.
"I don't know, but it should not be revenge for the Chow family. I have
interest in the ancient books of the Woods family. Let them follow for



the time being." Casey opened his mouth lightly.
Vermilion Bird nodded. With Casey around, she need not worry.
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After this, Casey would go back to B City, and she must be back to the
Pantheon. At this thought, Vermilion Bird was upset.
When she was with Casey, she did feel Casey was not the same, after
all, after contacting such a good man, anyone would take fancy on him.
Unfortunately, Casey had a wife. Even if she felt she liked Casey, she
could not be with him.
So it was better to break this idea as soon as possible, or she would be
sad.
After a while, two people were back to the door of the hotel. At this
time Casey stopped, turned to a certain direction behind and said,
“Come out, you have been following us all the way. Come and talk face
to face."
Behind the flower bed, Cain and Mallory came out. Mallory's eyes were
flashing, obviously because she felt ashamed of her previous attitude
towards Casey.
Two people came to Casey. Cain looked at Casey with respect, said,
“Casey, I am sorry we followed you all the way, but we do need your
help, so please don't mind."
"Need my help? I think you'd better find someone else. Maybe you can
ask the Chow family for help. After all, they are the authorities in the
field of magical arts." Casey said with a smile, taking a glance at Mallory
。.
Mallorywas embarrassed. She knew Casey was mocking her attitude
before.
But she did underestimate Casey and was self-righteous, so she had no
dissatisfaction for Casey's sarcasm.
What was more, they were now asking Casey to help, so it was more
unlikely to be angry because of Casey's words.
"Casey, I was ignorant, so I said that, please forgive me. I am
self-righteous, as long as you are willing to help us, no matter what you
let me do, I am willing to." Mallory hurriedly apologize to Casey.
Casey coldly glanced at her and said, “Your attitude changed fast, but
how do you know I can help you?"
"My sister got the soul poison, only the power of god soul can help her.
Grandpa said you used the ability of god soul sword. And who masters



this ability must have god soul. We have been looking for it for a long
time, so please help us. As long as you promise to save my sister, I am
willing to give everything."
After that, Mallory knelt directly in front of Casey, begging.
"If you find my previous words offensive, I will accept punishment for
my mistake, even if you want to take my life, if you promise to save my
sister."
Seeing Mallory suddenly knelt down, Casey frowned. He did not expect
that. She really wanted to save her sister's life.
Cain took a helpless sigh and said, “This girl was straightforward and
have provoked you, Casey, but she is not bad. We really have no way
out. Before meeting you, we even doubted in this world there is no
so-called god soul."
Hearing that, Casey opened his mouth, “How do you determine that I
must have the power of god soul? What if it's just a coincidence?"
"It can't be wrong. Your sword, if I'm right, is in your mind now?" Cain
asked.
Casey froze. It seemed that Cain was not bluffing. He should really know
some things about god soul.
After thinking for a moment, Casey looked at Mallory and said, “You get
up first. I am injured and need to rest. Let’s go in and talk."
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 924 God Soul Practice

In Casey's living room of the hotel.
Cain and Mallory sat on the sofa nervously. Casey at this time was
recovering his injuries. Vermilion Bird was standing on the edge of
Casey, in case Cain and Mallory suddenly attacked him.
After a long time, Casey finally opened his eyes, after a long breath, his
face became much better.
His body was much stronger than ordinary people, so he recovered fast
from injuries.
Now he had basically stabilized his condition, he just needed to recover
slowly for a while and he would be fine.
After taking a look at Cain and Mallory, Casey asked, "you have
suspected that there is no so-called god soul in the world, and how can
you determine I have god soul. As far as I know, many people can
control things in the air, aren’t you afraid you are wrong?"
"Our ancient books have detailed records. If you are not sure if you
have god soul, I can say the characteristics of it and you can see.”



Cain smiled to Casey, then continued to say, "People have god soul will
have a soul in mind based on their own image, this soul is the
foundation of god soul, which was equivalent to the reduced version of
their own. The more powerful the soul is, the powerful you are."
"And people who have god soul can release the power of perception of
the situation around, where will in their mind. Even his eyes were
covered, he could easily detect changes around him and he could even
see more clearly than the naked eyes."
"This is just the basic role of god soul, if you have the practice method
of god soul, you are able to use it to play a surprising strength, and
often can let the opponent caught off guard. It was quite powerful."
"Is there any difference with your situation?"

Casey looked at Cain with surprise. He was right, it seemed those
ancient books were real.
Casey stared at Cain and asked, "if I promise to help you, what reward
can I have?"
Cain knew he was right that Casey must have god soul, as long as this
was certain, Mallory's sister had hope to be saved.
"As long as you can save my granddaughter, we can meet any
conditions you put forward, as long as we can do it, or if you want
something, we will give it to you without any hesitation." Cain opened
his mouth.
After some hesitation, Mallory said in order to make Casey believe she
really wanted to save her sister, "Even if you want me to serve you, I
will be ok with that. I have never had sex with other men. As long as you
save my sister, I can at your mercy."
With that, Mallory blushed and lowered her head.
When Vermilion Bird heard that, she opened her eyes wide. She did not
expect that Mallory would say such words.
Was she really out of date? Were girls open these days? It really made
her shocked..
She even suspected that she had become a leftover woman because
she was out of step with the Times.
Casey did not expect Mallory would say such words. Mallory was pretty
and other men would be tempted, but Casey had little interest.
"Forget it. I want the method of practice god soul, and I want to read all
the ancient books in your house. If you can promise me this, I will
promise you to save her." Casey opened his mouth.
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Mallory was stunned. She did not expect that Casey would refuse her.
She thought she was pretty and there were many men going after her,
but now Casey unexpectedly refused her, which made her suspect she
had something bad..
Today was definitely the worst day for her self-esteem.
Cain heard Casey's words and felt dilemma. He can let Casey read
ancient books, but the method of practice god soul, he must have to
consider it.
"I can let you read the ancient books, but the method of practice god
soul..."
"If not, forget it." Casey said firmly.
Cain gritted his teeth, and then said, "Ok, I agree."
Casey’s eyes suddenly became bright. He just wanted to see if they have
the so-called method of practice god soul, if they didn’t, it was
acceptable to exchange it with ancient books.
Unexpectedly they had the method of practice god soul, which was
good.
After that, Casey went back to B City with Cain and Mallory, Vermilion
Bird said she should go back, so she would not go with them..
Casey was not surprised, after all, the thing was over and Vermilion Bird
did not have to go to B City
Casey and Vermilion Bird then talked about the things with the rewards
for Soul Setting Jade. Casey let Vermilion Bird offer a price, Vermilion
Bird said Casey saved her life, in order to return this favor, she would
not have his money for having the Soul Setting Jade..
Casey said several times that there was no relationship between the
two things, but Vermilion Bird had been insisting, so Casey had to
accept.
Vermilion Bird would contact Casey and gave the Soul Setting Jade to
him after she got it.
Casey was grateful, with the help of Vermilion Bird, Casey would save a
lot of energy.
That afternoon, Casey, Cain and Mallory got on the plane back to B City,
and Vermilion Bird went back to the Pantheon alone.
After getting off the plane, Casey asked Cain the location of his house.
He had to go home first before he went to save Mallory's sister.
Cain was not in a hurry and told him the address. He could come after
recovery, after all, the treatment needed Casey to be at the peak of the



state.
Casey did not say anything, but parted with them and went back to his
house.
At the moment Casey walked into the house, a slightly rickety figure
appeared in the line of sight of Casey. Casey narrowed his eyes and his
expression suddenly become dignified..
Standing in the yard, it was the old man who gave Casey the golden
elixir!
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 925 The Gains

Beside the old man stood two men of great stature, with firm faces, and
a murderous air in them which was not often found in the best of the
martial arts.
Seeing them, Casey thought of battlefield.
It was true that only a person stayed long in the battlefield could have
this kind of temperament.
The two people fixed their eyes on Casey as he walked into the house.
Casey could feel that if he had any movement, the two people would
attack him.
But Casey felt strange that he did not feel the inner force in these two
people.
Edith stood in the middle of the courtyard, Ellis and Hughes were with
her. She was talking with the old man. When Casey came back, her eyes
became bright and she hurriedly came over and said, "Casey, the old
man said you had agreement. He helped you and it is your turn to keep
your promise."
Casey nodded, he indeed had had the agreement with this old man, but
from then on, the old man did not come to him, and he put this matter
behind.
Now seeing the arrival of the old man, Casey knew that it was time
He never thought of defaulting on it. After all, it was the old man who
saved his life. If it had not been for the old man, he would have died
while recovering from his wounds in that coastal city.

Furthermore, this old man had been giving Casey a very mysterious
feeling. As he just returned to B City today, the old man was here, which
showed that the old man was very clear about his whereabouts.
It was not easy to track a person's movements so clearly.
"Long time no see, how are you, Sir?" Casey smiled toward the old man



and walked over.
The old man smiled at Casey and said, "I am old, I am not doing good as
you young people."
"You are joking. Come in and sit down, Edith, make a good pot of tea.
This old gentleman is my savior.” Casey took a look at Edith.
Edith immediately nodded and went to make tea.
Casey took the old man and the two men together toward the house, in
the process, Casey released the power of god soul and carefully
observed the three people.
When the god soul checked the guns on the two men’s waist, Casey was
surprised.
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The soldier probably was the only person who could carry a gun and be
so calm.
No wonder Casey did not feel the inner force from them. Relying on
their guns, it was enough to deal with the grandmasters.
Although the grandmaster was powerful and could erupt the power
that ordinary people cannot imagine, but in the essence, they were
ordinary people. They could not resist the weapon produced under the
industrial revolution.
As for the master of sublimation a realm higher than the grandmaster,
although they had reached the level of the power release, in the case of
no defense,they would be killed if they got shot by a gun.
After all, the sublimation did not turning human bodies into walls of
steel.
However, if in the premise of preparation, the power of the master of
the sublimation was released, forming a protection, it was possible to
resist the explosive force brought by ordinary firearms.
After all, the means of sublimation masters were sometimes guns.
But it was only for the handgun butt not sniper rifle.
Casey felt he could resist the power of the handgun.
Perhaps Thomas could withstand the power of the sniper gun, but
Casey could not do it now.
Of course, no one would be stupid enough to go against the army, so no
one had ever tested what level of expert could withstand sniper gun.
As for the higher level of thermal weapons, like rocket launcher, missile,
unless it was the masters of Unrealm, or no one could withstand that.
Although the power of warrior was strong, but few people were reach



the level beyond ordinary people, so it was still the military's
responsibility to protect the country.
Casey let the old man sit down, the two men standing straight behind
the old man, always guarding the safety of the old man.
Casey sat across from the old man, stared at him and asked, "Do you
come for our original agreement?"
The old man nodded to Casey with a smile and said, "Yes, things in the
world always have cause and effect. I planted the cause, now, it is time
to get the effect."__
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 926 To be An Instructor

Hearing the answer from the old man, Casey, after taking a deep
breath, said, "You have saved my life, according to the original
agreement, I should agree your request unconditionally. You can put it
forward. As long as it's not for me to do harm, even if you want to take
away mylife, I will not have any complaints."
At this time, Edith had finished making the tea and came to the middle
of the living room, after hearing the words of Casey, she was nervous.
Casey told her about the old man. She knew the character of Casey,
since he had promised, he would fulfil his words, but she did not want
Casey to die, so she felt uneasy and wondered why the old man came
here..
After the old man heard Casey's answer, he showed a smile and said, "It
seems that I did not save the wrong person. And my golden elixir was
not in vain."
"But you don't have to worry, I won't let you do things that harm
people, and I also won't take away your life. I gave your the golden elixir
was to bury a ray of hope."
"And your performance was out of my expectation. I see your talent
and you are detached, and you must be a great man. However I didn't
expect you to fight the five GuWu families and killed them alone.
Besides you have solved the the Duncan family and the Lester Chow,
who was famous in the magical art circle."
"Considering your age, you are definitely ranking the first in the
country."
Hearing that, Casey was surprised that the old man knew his
whereabouts so well, including what he had did in R Country. It seemed
that the identity of the old man could not be imaged by ordinary
people.



"I feel incredibly lucky to have saved your life, and to be friends with
someone with your talent, potential and strength, which is good thing
for me." The old man continued.

"And I come to you this time, in fact, I want you to go with me to the
Northern Border as an instructor for a period of time. I believe that if
you join me, those soldiers under my hands will have great change."
"To to an instructor?" Casey was surprised and did not expect the old
man came to him for this thing.
"That's right." The old man nodded and laughed again. "I forgot to
introduce myself. My name is Magnus Cooke, and you can call me
Magnus. Now I am the general in the Northern Border with three
million of soldier, and I am also the commander of the the Dragon
Army. And I want you to be the instructor to be the Dragon Army.”
Hearing that, Casey was shocked. Although he had guessed the identity
of the old man was not simple, Casey was unexpected.
He did not guess that the old man sitting in front of him was actually the
general of three million soldiers in the North Border, Casey knew what
it meant. Even if he now had the strength of the half sublimation and
waken up his god soul, he was nothing to a general.
This old man, with a command, could destroy the Davies family.
And Casey had heard the Dragon Army, rumors had it that there was an
invincible army in the Northern Border. All of the people in the army
were elite, the king of soldiers, those who wanted to invade the
territory had been frightened because of the existence of this army.
The Dragon Army won its reputation and the status of the country
replied on it.
"I am sorry I did not expect you are the general of the Northern
Border." Casey saluted him with admiration.
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Magnus smiled and said, "It's just a title. Now I'm an old man and I don't
think I can stay in this position for many more years. So I want to see
the Dragon Army get promotion before I retire."
"Magnus, you really think too highly of me. The Dragon Army is already
invincible. How can I, a junior under 30, be their instructor?" Casey
opened his mouth.
"You don't need to be modest in front of me, although the Dragon Army
was elite, compared with you, they are not good enough. With your



strength, you can teach them." Magnus smiled and open his mouth.
Casey looked complex. He felt ok if Magnus asked him to go to the
battlefield, but he was not sure if he could do a good job as an
instructor for the Dragon Army, after all, he never did this thing in the
past.
Seeing that Casey was in hesitation, Magnus did not give Casey the
chance to refuse and said, "This is my request to you, as long as you
complete this thing, the agreement between us is completed, I will not
ask you to do anything else."
"I've said all I need to say, and the matter is settled. I'll have some
information sent to you later, and if you think it's all right, someone will
send you to the north, where the conditions are a little tougher, but you
will not have a problem."
Magnus said and stood up from the sofa.
Seeing that, Casey knew that he had to agree, so he nodded and said,
"Since it is your request, I will do it well and will not let you down."
Magnus nodded with satisfaction and then gave him a card, saying,
"Make this phone call when you finish your work, I will have someone
come to pick you up."
Casey took the card and nodded.
"I won't drink the tea. I have a lot of work to do. I'll see you in the North
Border."
After that, Magnus went toward outside, that two men followed him.
Casey saw then off the house. There had been a jeep waiting outside.
Magnus smiled to Casey , then sat in the car.
After looking at the jeep away, Edith came to Casey and said, "If you go
to the North Border, will you encounter any danger?"
Casey smiled at Edith and said, "I am to do instructor, not to fight, there
is no any danger, perhaps, this is an easy job."
Although he said so, Casey knew that, as an instructor of the
well-known Dragon Army in the North Border, he would not have an
easy job to make a group of battle-hardened, rebellious people listen to
him.______
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 927 Low-key Casey

After Magnus left, Casey and Edith sat in bed hugging each other. Casey
finally relaxed at this moment.
At this time he was still injured. He had to recover before he went to go
to the North Border as an instructor of Dragon Army.



And Casey just came back and would go out soon, he was sorry for
Edith.
So he would try to squeeze time to accompany Edith and Sherry.
Of course, because of the existence of Edith and Sherry, Casey would be
more cherish his life. Although sometimes it was very risky, he never let
himself into despair.
Because he knew that there were people at home who cared about
him, so no matter what, he would not let anything happen to him.
And this home was Casey's heart harbor, no matter what kind of things
he experienced outside, as long as he returned to this home, he would
calm down.
That was why fought for.
After a few days at home, Casey’s injury had completely recovered. He
took Edith and Sherry to visit famous scenic spots in B City.
When Casey came back on the third day, Vermilion Bird contacted
Casey and told she had had the Soul Setting Jade and asked him when
he wanted it.
Casey’s master had there were three years to go, now half a year had
been passed. Now he needed to go to the north Border for a period of
time to be an instructor, so he could not go and look for his master. He
planed to get the Soul Setting Jade after he came back from the North
Border.

After all, he would not be an instructor for a few years, and his master
said that there was a lot of preparation. It had been only half a year, his
master must have not been ready, so it was not in a hurry.
After his injury healed, Casey came to Cain’s house to save Mallory's
sister.
For the method of practice god soul and some knowledge about it,
Casey was interested in it. Although he was not sure whether he can
save Mallory's sister, he would give it try..
This afternoon, Casey came to the underground garage. Looking at the
luxury cars in the garage, for a time he did not know which car to drive.
Because of the large number of cars, he found a butler specially for the
underground garage, who was responsible for managing the keys of
these cars. If the Davies family needed a car, they could tell him to fill
up the oil in advance and do cleaning.
At this time the butler saw Casey come over, quickly ran to Casey and
said with a smile, "Lord, which car do you want to drive? I'll find your
key for you.”



Casey looked around and felt most of these cars were publicity. He was
always low-key and did not want to drive a conspicuous car out.
His eyes fell on a Santana and he said, "Take that one."
The butler's face immediately showed a trace of embarrassment and he
said, "Lord, that... that car is mine."
Casey said with a smile, "Would you mind letting me drive for a day?
The cars here are too conspicuous. I want a low-key one."
"No, I don't mind. If you want it, I'll get the key for you." The butler
spoke quickly.
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Casey nodded, the butler turned around to take the key.
Casey had always thought that car was just a tool and he was no longer
in the age to show off with others.
And in his opinion, those who liked to show off were lack of these
things, so they would try their best to show off after owning, for Casey,
who lacked nothing, naturally there was nothing to show off.
Soon, the butler took the keys over. Casey drove the santana toward
the Woods’
Although the Woods family was in B City, because of these years of
seclusion, they lived in the suburbs of B City.
The suburbs of B City was nice, with developers building villas and
selling them to the city's wealthy, many of whom buy them for their
holidays in order to get a breath of fresh air.
The Woods villa was located on one of the best hillsides in B City's
suburbs.
This villa community was the most expensive suburb of B City. Only less
than 20 villas were there, each was sold at sky-high prices. It had
beautiful scenery and thoughtful services.family also had some
properties in this place, but Casey had never come to live here.
When he was at the door of the hillside villa community, a security
guard came out from inside to stop Casey.
"Sorry Sir, please show your entry permit, non-residents of this village
are not allowed to enter." Security said politely to Casey.
"I'm looking for my friend. Let me call her and tell her to come out and
pick me up." Casey opened his mouth.
The security guard nodded, because it was located in the suburb and
the people lived there were rich and noble, so the security was quite
strict.



The security guard saw Casey driving a Santana, so he naturally
suspected Casey’s purpose of coming here, but Since Casey said he
would call his friend, there should be no problem.
Casey sent a message to Mallory, told her he had arrived at the gate of
the community and let her out.
When Casey was waiting at the gate of the community, a Land Rover
came from behind and stopped behind Casey's car and began to sound
the horn frantically.
There was only one door into the community, so the car behind had to
wait Casey to drive in.
Casey got out of the car and went to the Land Rover. He saw a young
man wearing sunglasses sitting in the car and said, "My friend will come
out soon. Please wait for a moment. If you can’t wait, you can give your
key to the security and let him park the car.”
Casey knew that there was such service, and the security was happy to
do this kind of thing, because most of the time they could receive tips.
The young man stared at Casey with a contemptuous expression and
said, "You drive a broken santana, and you have friends living in such a
place? You're a braggart, I suppose?"
After that, the young man look to the security and shouted, "Security,
hurry to drive this guy. How can such garbage enter our community? Do
you know what he does? What if he wants to steal things. It will be a
huge hidden danger for the community."_______________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 928 You Deserve Dignity?

Hearing the words of the young man, Casey frowned and did not expect
that people living in this area could be so arrogant. It was his first time
to meet this kind of people.
"Didn't you understand what I just said?" Casey stared at the young
man and asked.
"What did you say?” The young man said carelessly.
"I said my friend would be here later. Are you stupid or are you just
playing dumb?" Casey said impolitely.
The young man heard Casey's words and immediately opened his eyes
wide. He did not think that a guy who drove santana dared to use this
tone to talk to him.
"Who is stupid? How dare you, a pauper, talk to me like that?" the
young man directly shouted at Casey.
At this time, the security guard came over and saw the man in the car,



and said, "Mr. Brooks, the gentleman said he came here to look for
friends, this should be a misunderstanding, please calm down."
"Fuck the misunderstanding, he said I am stupid. He is driving a
Santana, how is it possible he had a friend living in this area? I think he
wants to steal things inside, catch him and beat him. I am noble, how
can he insult me?" said the young man angrily.
The security was embarrassed, turned to Casey and said, "It is not
good."
Casey looked at the young man and sneered, "You buy a house here and
you said you are noble?"
Hearing that, the young man was angry and shouted at Casey, "Mother
fucker, I have a house here and I am noble, what quality do you a
beggar have to say that to me?"

The young man named Euan Brooks, originally he was an ordinary
white-collar. His father was the driver of the Woods family and drove
for Cain for a lifetime.
Although the Woods family was a hidden family, the wealth might not
be as much as the Davies family, it was still rich, so they bbought two
villas.
Euan's father was diligent. And when the Woods family needed help,
whether it was windy, rainy, thundering and lightning, he never said no.
And Euan's father was a warm-hearted man. He knew the secret of the
Woods family, but he never told others and he had ever saved Cain
once.
To thank Euan's father, Cain gave him a villa and got him a lot of
pension when he was retired.
That pension money was used to buy this Land Rover.
He was white-collar and now he was a man who lived in a high-grade
villa community. Euan was quite arrogant. After buying a Land Rover, he
began to look down upon people.
He always thought he was superior to others. When he saw people
driving ordinary cars, he would look down at them as poor people who
could not compare with him.
Because of the relationship between his father and the Woods family,
so Euan sometimes was arrogant, once he made trouble, he would ask
his father to ask the Woods family for help. The Woods family generally
would offer help for the sake of his father.
Seeing that Casey was driving a Santana, he felt this kind of people
would will pull down his identity if he got into the same community as



him, so he was sarcastic.
"Stupid." Casey stared at Euan and said.
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"Damn, you really don't know what you are, dare to say that to me.
Security, will you kick him out?" Euan looked at the security guard.
The security guard was embarrassed, although he felt that Casey driving
a Santana was certainly not a rich man, he did not want to give himself
trouble.
Seeing that the security guard standing in situ, Euan gave cold hum,
looking at Casey, he said, "he will not drive you away, I will teach you a
lesson personally. Your broken car blocked my way, if I crash it, don't
blame me!"
After that, Euan stepped on the accelerator.
Seeing that Euan wanted to hit his car, his face went dark and he said in
a cold voice, "If you dare to hit the car, I will let you know what is
regret."
"Are you frightening me? You really think I'm afraid of you? Let me
regret? I will not be distressed for hitting hundreds of this trash car!"
After that, Euan engaged the gear, stepped on the accelerator and hit
the Santana.
Casey looked at this scene coldly, and did not say anything.
The car was not his, but the garage butler’s, so Casey would not let him
go.
Seeing that the Santana was in deformation, and his car was intact,
Euan revealed a complacent smile.
"You see, your car is like paper. It's the only car you deserve to drive."
Euan shouted.
At this time, Mallory walked out of the community. When she received
the message of Casey, she quickly walked toward the outside. Casey
was the key to save her sister, she was guilty for her attitude to Casey
before,so she dared not offend Casey.
She walked out and saw the santana was hit by the Land Rover, which
she knew belonged to the son of her former driver. She had no idea
what was going on.
When Mallory saw Casey standing by the car, her face suddenly
changed. She hoped it had nothing to do with Casey, otherwise,
everything would be over.
She walked out and the security guard saw her, he said, "Miss Woods."



Euan also saw Mallory. His eyes suddenly became bright. He was
obsessed to Mallory’s beauty and he had pursuit Mallory, but Mallory
did not like him.
He got out of the car and greeted her with a smile, saying, "Mallory, are
you going out? I will give you a ride. Don't go to that guy, this guy is a
poor loser, don't let him dirty your eyes."
Mallory stared at Euan with a cold face, and then she walked to Casey
and asked, "Mr. Davies, are you all right? What's going on here? Is this
fellow giving you trouble?"
See this scene, Euan was stunned and felt incredible.
Why did Mallory respect to this loser?_____
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 929 Give an Explanation

After staring at Mallory, Casey said, "He thought I was a loser and not
worthy to be in your neighborhood, and he hit my car."
Mallory heard Casey and her face instantly became dark and she got
cold sweat on the forehead suddenly. Now Casey was her guest,
although Euan was not the Woods family, he had something to do with
the Woods family.
If Casey refused to save her sister because of this, all would be over.
Mallory turned to Euan and said in a cold voice, "What do you mean?
Why do you say such things to Mr. Davies?"
Euan did not realize the seriousness of the matter but said to Mallory,
"Mallory, this guy is really just a loser. See, he is just driving a Santana,
and he scolded me, so I am angry. I feel that he is not qualified to scold
me, so I hit his car."
Mallory was angry to hear that and wanted to slap Euan in his face. Let
alone the strength of Casey, he was the lord of the Davies family in B
City, no one dare to say he was a loser.
Now Euan not only stopped Casey outside the community, and even hit
Casey's car. It she did not vent Casey's anger, Casey would not help
them.
She directly raised a hand and slapped in Euan's face, scolding, "What
nonsense are you talking about? Do you know who he is? How dare you
say this kind of words!"
Euan suddenly froze and did not expect Mallory would suddenly hit him.
"He... He drives a Santana. He doesn't look like a rich man. Am I right?"
Euan's voice suddenly became weak. This was the first time he saw
Mallory being so angry.



Casey saw Mallory hit Euan and asked, "He is a member of your Woods
family?"

Mallory turned around and said, "He is the son of our former driver. I
didn't think this would happen. Mr. Davies, I will give you an
explanation."
Casey nodded and said, "I hope you won't let me down."
Mallory nodded her head firmly, and then turned to Euan and said
coldly, "You are in big trouble this time. Even if your father has been my
driver for so many years, no one can protect you this time."
Euan was immediately stunned and he didn't think things would be so
serious. He asked, "Mallory, what is going on? I just hit his car. I'll pay
him for it."
"It can’t be settled by money. Do you know who he is?" Mallory said.
"Who is he?" Euan turned to see Casey and he still felt Casey had no
strong background.
"He is the lord of the Davies family, and he is my guest. My grandpa
invited him here and you stopped him from entering into the
community and even hit his car, Euan, you do have much courage!"
Mallory said angrily.
Euan was instantly dumbfounded, incredibly looking at Casey. He did
not expect that this ordinary man actually was the lord of the Davies
family!
His lips suddenly became pale, even trembled. He knew he was
absolutely in big trouble according to his attitude to Casey, and Casey's
identity!
"Mr... Mr. Davies, I didn’t know it was you. I was wrong, I did not mean
it, I will pay for your car. I apologize for my attitude to you before,
please forgive me." Euan hurriedly apologized to Casey.
Casey gave cold hum and said, "if I am not the lord of the Davies family,
can you treat others like that? It's the first time I've heard that Santana
can't go to a place like this. It's useless for you to beg me today. Let's
see what the Woods family will do about it."
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Mallory understood Casey's words and immediately knew how to do.
She looked at Casey and said, "Mr. Davies, we go inside to deal with this
matter, don't wait at the gate of the community."
Casey nodded. Mallory immediately took Casey toward inside, and then



she shouted at Euan, "You come over, inform your father to come to my
house."
Euan was afraid but did not dare to violate Mallory's command, so he
hurriedly came toward her and took out his call to call his father.
"Dad, come to Woods’ house. I have something to tell you." Euan's
voice was full of guilt, and he did not dare to directly say what he had
done.
Looking at the three people went in, the security took a long sigh of
relief. He was glad that he did not follow Euan’s instruction to make a
hard time for Casey, or he would be in trouble today.
"God, I didn’t expect he is the lord of the Davies family. He is a real
low-key man. He is great but only drives Santana, which was better than
Euan who only loved showing off."
...
In the Woods villa.
Cain sat on the sofa, waiting for the arrival of Casey.
He was happy to hear that Casey would come to his house today.
After a while, Mallory took Casey to the living room. Cain immediately
stood up to greet him, but seeing that Mallory and Casey did not look
happy, Cain was stunned.
Then, he saw Euan also followed in. He asked Mallory with doubts,
"What is going on?"
Mallory took a look at Cain and said, "Layton will be here soon, and
then we will talk about it."
Cain had to nod, from the expression of three people, he could see it
certainly was not a good thing.
After a while, Euan's father Layton came to the villa.
Inside, he first greeted Cain and Mallory and asked, "My Lord, Miss, you
want to see me?"
Mallory looked at him and said, "You should ask your son."
Layton felt a pang in his heart. He turned to his son and asked, "What's
going on here? What trouble did you make again?"
Euan finally knelt down in front of his father, crying out.
"Dad, you must save me, I really did not know that he is the lord of the
Davies family. I have realized my mistake. You go to beg Mr. Woods and
ask him to intercede for me."
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 930 Has Nothing to do with his Father

Euan's father, after hearing Euan's words, suddenly changed his face.



He grabbed Euan's collar and asked, "What did you say? How did you
offend the lord of the Davies family?"
And then he turned his head toward Casey standing next to Mallory.
Just now he thought Casey was just a friend of Mallory, now after
looking at him carefully, he found Casey indeed looked like the picture
of the lord of the Davies family he saw on the Internet.
"Dad, I didn't mean to. If I'd known he was the lord of the Davies family,
I wouldn't have dared to offend him." Euan hurriedly opened his mouth.
Cain was curious about what happened, he said to Mallory, "Mallory,
please tell me what is going on."
Mallory nodded and said roughly what had happened outside. Then she
looked at Casey and asked, "Mr. Davies, am I right?"
"Yes." Casey replied.
Cain took an angry look at Euan, he did not expect he was disrespectful
to Casey. If not for Euan's father present, Cain must have taught him a
lesson.
Euan's father was angry after listening to Mallory’s words. He went to
Euan without saying anything, raised his hand and took several slaps in
Euan's face.
"You rascal, you learned nothing good but only caused troubles. Now
you have offended the lord of the Davies family, who do you think you
are!"
After the slap, Euan's father kicked in Euan's body, he knew now Casey
and Cain were watching, if he did not hit his son, it would provoke the
two, and then his son would be over.

Euan dare not fight back, allowing his father to beat him.
After a long time, Euan's father stopped, at this time Euan had been
beaten hard.
Euan's father turned to Cain and Casey, "My Lord, Mr. Davies, it is my
son’s fault, I am sorry fot what happened today. No matter how you
punish us, I will not have any complaints.
Cain helplessly sighed and said, "Layton, you have worked hard for our
family for so many years, I gave you that villa and pension because of
your efforts, but your son has become so arrogant, so it seems that I
have made him into this."
Euan's father immediately lowered his head, with guilt.
"Mallory said she would give Mr. Davies an explanation. We need help
from Mr. Davies, so I can't help you this time. I will take that villa back,
from now on, you can’t live here, and your son crashed Mr. Davies's car,



pay him the Land Rover. Do you have objection?"
Euan's father said to Cain, "Lord, I have no opinion, this is our mistakes,
we should bear the consequences.
Euan was anxious hearing that, if Cain really took back the villa, and
Casey took his car, he really had nothing.
"My Lord, I know I am wrong, I apologize to Mr. Davies, please don’t
kick us out. Without this villa, we will be homeless." Euan begged Cain.
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Euan's father saw Euan was still thinking about the villa at this time and
kicked at him again, scolding, "How can you still say this words?
Everything we have is given by Lord, and now you provoke his guest,
who is the lord of the Davies family. Now you sill want that villa, what
can I do with you!"
"My Lord, we accept this punishment. Later, we will go back to pack up
our things and vacate the villa. I will also transfer the ownership of the
car to Mr. Davies." Euan's father turned to Cain and planned to finalize
this matter.
Cain turned to Casey and asked, "Casey, are you satisfied with the
results of this treatment?"
Casey took a look at Euan's father, who was a diligent person, it was just
hi son’s fault, so he said, "this is just between he and me, it has nothing
to do with his father. Let himself move out, I will have that car. You
can’t offer help to him from now on, and I will be ok with it."
"Casey, yo are clear about good and evil, worthy to be the lord of the
Davies family at this young age. Since so, we only punish Euan." Cain
opened his mouth.
Euan was dumbstruck, he did not expect it was only he would be driven
out of the house. He would have nothing, instead of his family.
"Dad, please beg for me. I haven't worked in such a long time. I don't
know any skills. If I am driven out, I will have to be a beggar.” Euan
pleaded to his father.
His father looked at him helplessly and said, "It's your own fault. I can't
save you. You really need some experience to grow up. This a test to
you from God.”
Euan naturally could not listen to this kind of words and still begged for
mercy.
Cain felt vexed, he said, "Enough, take him down. It is good enough that
Casey did not kill him, or he would have been dead."



Hearing that, Euan's father’s face changed, hurried to nod to Cain and
pulled Euan out.
After the two left, the villa was quiet inside the living room.
Cain and Mallory looked at Casey with guilt, Cain said, "I am really sorry
to give you trouble."
Casey shrugged his shoulders and said, "Didn't you say let me help
detoxify your granddaughter? Where is_ she?"
Cain and Mallory looked at each other and knew that this was what
really mattered today, so they stopped thinking about Euan.
Cain stood up from the sofa and said to Casey, "Come with me."
Then he turned and walked upstairs.______________


